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EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
AceTrac helps colleges assess candidate readiness right from enrollment to the graduation phase. Insights
from these assessments can be used to design programs that seed-in industry essential skills. This not only
improves the quality of graduating talent but also boosts the reputation of the educational institution in the
context of best practice(s) in education, training and assessment as a thought leader. With industry-based
training that is customized to each student’s needs, AceTrac helps colleges achieve a higher return on
investment (ROI) from their employability programs. As a collaborative platform, AceTrac also facilitates
communication between organizations and colleges for fresher hiring and placement.

BENEFITS
As a one-stop solution, AceTrac provides a common platform for organizations, colleges and students. In
doing so, AceTrac helps stakeholders achieve the following benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Employability is enhanced and they become career-ready while graduating
AceTrac-certified campuses become a trustworthy source of job-ready talent
Organizations reduce costs of hiring and, training
Insight-based training provides the right modules to improve student performance
Consolidated and intelligent reports enhance the institute’s visibility and simplify hiring decisions
Educational institutions set themselves apart as top talent suppliers

CONCLUSION
The existing curricula in most educational institutions largely focus on domain knowledge without equipping
students with skills that make them employable.To address this challenge, MeritTrac has leveraged its
extensive experience in skill assessment to develop an employability program called AceTrac. Designed for
colleges, students and organizations, AceTrac conducts periodic assessments across the student lifecycle.
Student performance is evaluated against industry benchmarks to assess job-readiness. Consolidated
reports highlight performance, training needs, strengths, areas of improvement, interests, etc., thereby
providing a holistic view. Through continuous feedback which provides inputs for training and early
intervention, training and early intervention, AceTrac ensures that students learn employability skills and
prepare for their career. Further, it enables educational institutions to impart training using customized
modules that empower students with relevant skills. Eventually, it gives corporate organizations easy access
to a vast resource pool of job-ready talent.

